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We suppose that contributions to total cross sections for 
proton-proton and proton-antiproton scattering are the 
following:

1. constant contribution corresponding to hadron configuration 
with only valent quarks;

2. rising logarithmic with energy contribution corresponding to 
configuration with one additional bremsstrahlung gluon;

3. rising as square of energy logarithm contribution 
corresponding to configuration with two additional 
bremsstrahlung gluons.





So we can consider that there are three 
types of events:

1. hadron production in gluon string which 
appears in processes described by the 
diagram 1, this process corresponds to 
constant contribution in total cross 
sections;

2. hadron production in two divided quark 
strings;

3. hadron production in three divided quark 
strings.



Generally speaking, transverse sizes of quark string must be
in order of confinement radius, i. e. in order of hadron size. 
But since transverse impulse of additional bremsstrahlung
gluon is rather large, approximately 2 GeV, than compton
wave length of the gluon is small. This gluon must be 
absorbed by one of the quark strings. Thus corresponding 
quark strings must have transverse sizes comparable with 
gluon compton wave length.



From the same reasons it follows that configuration with 
three divided quark strings is possible only when there 
are two additional gluons.

But two additional gluons may also produce 
configuration with two quark string.



So rising logarithmic contribution 
corresponds to configuration with two quark 
strings. Rising as square of energy logarithm 
contribution corresponds to both three quark 
strings configuration and also two strings 
configuration. 

At that, in case with two additional gluons the 
probabilities of configurations with two 
strings or three strings do not depend on 
energy of colliding particles.



Hadron production in gluon string is 
connected with diagrams like this one. 
Here dotted line represents gluon 
exchange for the initial state interaction 
and waved lines represent gluons 
produced when color objects fly apart. 
The last ones pass into hadrons by 
one or another law. This diagram gives 
the certain value of secondary hadrons 
multiplicity. Since there is a large 
number (practically infinite) of alike 
diagrams and since they all have 
approximately the same order, than 
the random value - secondary hadrons 
multiplicity - must obey normal 
distribution due to the probability 
theory central limit theorem. Thus we 
suppose that multiplicity distribution in 
the gluon string is normal distribution.



By analogy with the electron-positron annihilation we 
suppose that multiplicity distribution in quark string fulfills 
negative binomial distribution.

This distribution has two parameters: shape parameter k 
and mathematical expectation <n> - mean multiplicity. It 
is easy to show that convolution of two negative binomial 
distributions with the same <n> and k is again negative 
binomial distribution with parameters twice the old ones 
(2<n> and 2k). And convolution of three negative 
binomial distributions with the same <n> and k is again 
negative binomial distribution with parameters three 
times the old ones (3<n> and 3k).



The experimental data on multiplicity distributions for proton-proton and 
proton-antiproton scattering are given in form of non single diffraction 
distributions. Three process under consideration contribute to non single 
diffraction cross section.

We have fitted the data on non single diffraction cross sections similarly like 
total cross sections and obtained the following parameter values.



When we have obtained the coefficients for non single 
diffraction cross sections we therefore defined the weights 
of the processes (only valent quarks, one additional gluon, 
two additional gluons) and then we fitted the weights of 
corresponding  distributions – normal from gluon string, 
negative binomial for two quark strings and negative 
binomial for three quark strings.

Having these weights, we have also determined the 
parameters of all three distributions. The values are given 
in table. 



The results of fitting data on proton-antiproton 
scattering of UA5 and E735 experiments with all three 
processes are given in the following figures.



















It should be noted that for proton-proton 
scattering there are only processes with gluon 
string and two quark strings. The configuration 
with three quark strings is not possible. We 
have fitted data of ISR experiment with two 
distributions – normal and negative binomial for 
two quark strings.









Predictions for LHC



The charged particles multiplicity distribution for LHC
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